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Abstract

The paper proposes a multi-class control scheme for freeway traffic networks.
This control scheme combines two control strategies, i.e. ramp metering and
route guidance, in order to reduce the total time spent and the total emissions
in a balanced way. In particular, the ramp metering and route guidance con-
trollers are feedback predictive controllers, i.e. they compute the control actions
not only on the basis of the measured system state, but also on the prediction
of the system evolution, in terms of traffic conditions and fuel emissions. An-
other important feature of the controllers is that they have a multi-class nature:
different classes of vehicles are considered and specific control actions are com-
puted for each class. Since the controllers are based on a set of parameters that
need to be tuned, the overall control framework also includes a module to prop-
erly determine the gains of the controllers. The simulation analysis reported
in the paper shows the effectiveness of the proposed control framework and, in
particular, the possibility of implementing control policies that are specific for
each vehicle type.

Keywords: Freeway networks, Integrated control, Ramp metering, Route
guidance, Predictive feedback controller, Fuel emissions

1. Introduction

Different traffic control strategies have been studied by researchers in the last
decades in order to improve the travelling conditions of the drivers in freeway
networks. Successful strategies are ramp metering, variable speed limits, route
guidance, as well as combined strategies which are based on the application
of different control measures Papageorgiou et al. (2003); Hegyi et al. (2009). In
the present work, a multi-class and multi-objective combined ramp metering and
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routing control strategy is proposed for a freeway network, in order to reduce
the total time spent and the total emissions in a balanced way.

Analysing the wide literature on freeway traffic control, it is worth not-
ing that most of the research works are devoted to the sole reduction of con-
gestion phenomena, i.e. to the minimisation of the total time spent by the
drivers in the traffic network, which has been proven to be equivalent to max-
imise the throughput in the system Papageorgiou and Kotsialos. (2002, 2004);
Burger et al. (2013). However, in the last years, many other aspects have re-
ceived great attention for enhancing the mobility of people and the quality of
traffic systems, such as the reduction of pollutant emissions, noise, and envi-
ronmental deterioration, as well as the increase of safety. Hence, also in the
design of traffic control schemes for realising sustainable traffic systems, these
environment-related aspects can be explicitly taken into consideration. For in-
stance, in Zegeye et al. (2013); Liu et al. (2014a); Pasquale et al. (2015b), ramp
metering or combined control strategies are studied to take into account the
reduction of traffic congestion as well as the decrease of emissions. These ob-
jectives are also pursued by the controllers proposed in this paper which aim
to balance the two objectives in a freeway network by means of proper ramp
metering and routing control actions.

The combination of ramp metering and routing control strategies exploited in
this paper is motivated by their high effectiveness in freeway networks. Ramp
metering is one of the most common freeway traffic control strategies, which
regulates the traffic flow entering the freeway mainstream by using traffic lights
positioned at the on-ramps Papageorgiou and Papamichail. (2008). Route guid-
ance is another common traffic control technique which has been broadly ap-
plied in large freeway networks to suggest the drivers the best paths to follow in
specific traffic conditions Ben-Akiva et al. (2001). Many real applications have
shown that ramp metering and routing control are effective strategies, which
surely show their highest potential when combined together Kotsialos et al.
(2002).

One of the features of the work developed in this paper is that different
classes of vehicles are explicitly considered, i.e. cars, trucks, or specific vehicles,
which present different dynamic behaviours and have different environmental
impacts on the freeway system. In particular, not only the macroscopic dynamic
model used in this paper to represent the evolution of the freeway network is of
the multi-class type, but also the considered controllers are designed in order to
define specific control actions for different vehicle classes. The idea of proposing
a multi-class regulator is rather recent and has been developed in few research
works, such as for instance in Pasquale et al. (2015b); Caligaris et al. (2007);
Schreiter et al. (2011); Liu et al. (2017). It is important to emphasise that the
use of a multi-class macroscopic model allows to represent the traffic system
behaviour more accurately than with a one-class model which assumes that the
whole traffic is a homogeneous fluid. This is true for instance in case a high
percentage of trucks is present in the freeway traffic system, since trucks have
a strong impact on the overall traffic flow for many reasons (because of their
high dimensions and low operating capabilities, because their presence has a
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psychological impact on the drivers of nearby vehicles, and so on). Moreover, the
use of a multi-class traffic model is particularly adequate for roads with multiple
lanes, as it normally happens in freeways, in which fast vehicles can overtake
slow vehicles, thus generating different flows sharing the same infrastructure.

In addition, setting separate control actions for the different classes of ve-
hicles can represent a further opportunity to make the freeway traffic system
perform more efficiently, for instance by assigning different priorities to the
different vehicle categories. In practice, controlling separately the different ve-
hicle classes via ramp metering means that separate lanes and signals must
be present at on-ramps, as it is already practised in some countries for cars
and trucks New Zeland Transport Agency (2011); Burley and Gaffney. (2013).
In the present work, we assume that the considered freeway is provided with
dedicated on-ramps for each class of vehicles. As for route guidance, different
indications must be given to the different vehicle typologies, normally displayed
on Variable Message Signs (VMS). Note that the increasing availability of on-
board devices enables the implementation of routing indications communicated
to vehicles and further motivates the distinction of the traffic flow in different
vehicle classes.

The design requirements of the proposed control scheme are the following:

• effective use of system state measurements and predictions;

• definition of dedicated control actions (ramp metering and route guidance)
for different vehicle classes;

• improvement of the system performance defined as the combined reduction
of travel times and traffic emissions;

• computational effort suitable for an on-line implementation.

To meet these requirements, a feedback predictive control scheme is designed
in which the control action is computed on the basis of the measured system state
and, also, on the prediction of the system evolution. The aim of the regulators
is to reduce travel times and traffic emissions through specific control actions
for different vehicle classes. Finally, the last requirement has led to the choice of
a control scheme in which no on-line optimisation is required, differently from
what has been done in other works (e.g. Karimi et al. (2004); Sacone and Siri.
(2012); Muralidharan and Horowitz. (2015); Ferrara et al. (2015)) in which Model
Predictive Control (MPC) techniques have been adopted. Indeed, in MPC
schemes a large-scale nonlinear optimisation problem should be solved on-line,
with a high computational load affordable only in small freeway networks.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 a detailed literature re-
view is carried out. Section 3 is devoted to present the multi-class macroscopic
traffic model adopted in this paper, while the considered macroscopic VER-
SIT+ emission model is analysed in Section 4. The proposed multi-class and
multi-objective control framework is introduced in Section 5, while its main
components, i.e. the controllers and the gains selector, are described in detail in
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Section 6 and in Section 7, respectively. Some simulation results are discussed
in Section 8, and conclusive remarks are drawn in Section 9.

2. Literature review

In the following, a detailed review of the literature is reported for the main
topics of the proposed work, i.e. multi-class traffic flow models, emission models,
as well as ramp metering and route guidance control. The section ends with the
detailed description of the paper contributions.

2.1. Multi-class traffic models

Multi-class traffic models have been proposed in the literature in order to
represent the behaviours of different classes of vehicles, which can be identified
according to the type of vehicle (e.g. cars, trucks, public transport vehicles), the
traveller characteristics (e.g. commuters, transport of goods), and so on. One
of the first attempts to represent different types of vehicles in macroscopic traf-
fic models is given by multi-lane models Holland and Woods. (1997); Daganzo.
(1997), where two types of vehicles and a set of dedicated lanes are modelled
through separate Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) models and separate fun-
damental diagrams. A macroscopic multi-class continuum traffic flow model, de-
rived from mesoscopic principles, is reported in Hoogendoorn and Bovy. (2000),
an extension of which can be found in Hoogendoorn and Bovy. (2001), where
a gas-kinetic traffic flow model using a platoon-based multi-class description of
traffic flow is proposed. Heterogeneous groups of drivers are also studied in
Wong and Wong. (2002), where an extension of the LWR model is formulated
and different speed distributions are defined for each class of road users. A fur-
ther proposal is presented in Bagnerini and Rascle. (2003), where several types
of vehicles are modelled through a homogenised hyperbolic traffic flow model. A
more recent approach, again based on the kinematic wave theory, is proposed in
Logghe and Immers. (2008), where new assumptions on the interactions among
classes are introduced and a new multi-class LWR model is formulated. Finally,
one of the most recent innovations in macroscopic first-order multi-class models
is the Fastlane model, firstly introduced in Van Lint et al. (2008) and succes-
sively extended in Schreiter et al. (2011) to include traffic control measures.

Only few studies consider the extension of second-order macroscopic mod-
els to the multi-class context. In Deo et al. (2009), the METANET model
Papageorgiou et al. (1990) is adapted to represent a heterogeneous flow, con-
sidering a simple interpolation between the different fundamental diagrams of
each class of vehicles. A two-class extension of METANET is carried out also in
Caligaris et al. (2010); Pasquale et al. (2014), in which the interaction between
cars and trucks is appropriately modelled through a fundamental diagram, dif-
ferent for each class, in which the flow of each class depends on the densities
of the two vehicle classes. A different multi-class second-order traffic model is
proposed in Liu et al. (2014b), being inspired from Logghe and Immers. (2008).
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2.2. Emission models

Analogously to the standard classification of traffic flow models, emission
models may be classified in microscopic models (in which emission factors are
computed according to an accurate description of the physical processes) Bachman et al.
(2000); Ahn et al. (2002); Smit et al. (2005); Ligterink et al. (2009), macro-
scopic models (based on aggregate variables) Ntziachristos et al. (2000); Ntziachristos and Kouridis.
(2007); U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. (2009); Hausberger et al. (2009);
Joumard et al. (2007); Negrenti (1999), and mesoscopic models (with interme-
diate characteristics) Richardson and et al. (1981); Wallace et al. (1984).

Let us focus on macroscopic traffic emission models, that are interesting
for this work where the traffic flow dynamics is described with a macroscopic
model as well. Three categories of macroscopic emission models can be iden-
tified. The first group is constituted by “average-speed emission models”,
which make an estimation of traffic emissions with a very low computational
effort. These models compute the average value of the emission factors of
each harmful substance, for different categories of vehicles, as a function of
the average speed of the vehicle. The output produced by these models is
a local emission factor, namely the mass of pollutant emitted per kilometre
and per vehicle. Some widely used average-speed emission models are COP-
ERT Ntziachristos et al. (2000); Ntziachristos and Kouridis. (2007) and MO-
BILE U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. (2009), this latter requiring de-
tailed information about the type of vehicle, the fuel, and the environmental
conditions.

Another typology of macroscopic emission models is represented by “traffic-
situation emission models”, which compute emissions and fuel consumptions
according to specific traffic conditions. More specifically, these models receive
as inputs several sets of driving patterns, reproducing the behaviour of differ-
ent driving conditions (e.g. free-flow, congested, stop-and-go) and traffic sce-
narios (freeway, rural road, arterial road, urban road). Some common traffic-
situation emission models are for instance HBEFA Hausberger et al. (2009) and
ARTEMIS Joumard et al. (2007).

The third category is represented by “traffic-variable emission models”. The
emission factors generated by these models depend on the average dynamic traf-
fic variables (speed, density, flow and queue length) and on the characteristics
of the transport infrastructures. In addition, in order to consider the variance
of traffic variables, some correction factors are introduced. An example of such
models can be found in Negrenti (1999).

The model adopted in this work is a macroscopic version of VERSIT+
Smit et al. (2005), which belongs to the class of regression-based models of mi-
croscopic type. VERSIT+ allows to compute many types of pollutant emissions
for a wide range of vehicles and for several traffic conditions. In the original
version of the model, the prediction of the emission factor was exclusively depen-
dent on the average speed, but, in order to achieve a more accurate estimation,
Ligterink et al. (2009) proposes an improved version of VERSIT+ , that in-
cludes the average acceleration for the prediction. The macroscopic extension
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of VERSIT+ has been introduced in Zegeye et al. (2013), while its use in a
multi-class traffic framework can be found in Liu et al. (2014a); Pasquale et al.
(2015a, 2016b).

2.3. Ramp metering and route guidance control

Traffic control techniques for reducing congestion phenomena in freeway sys-
tems have been studied by researchers for some decades. Most of them are based
on ramp metering. For instance, the simple ramp metering strategy ALINEA
Papageorgiou et al. (1991), a feedback traffic controller developed in the late
Eighties, has been successfully applied worldwide. During the years, different
variations of ALINEA have been proposed Papamichail et al. (2007), such as the
proportional-integral version PI-ALINEA Wang et al. (2010), which has been
proven to be more effective than ALINEA for specific cases such as distant down-
stream bottlenecks Wang et al. (2014). Besides these simple controllers, differ-
ent and more sophisticated ramp metering control approaches have been stud-
ied, based on optimisation or optimal control techniques Burger et al. (2013);
Gomes and Horowitz. (2006). For instance, Papageorgiou and Kotsialos. (2004)
describes the optimal freeway traffic control tool AMOC, based on a numerical
solution algorithm for nonlinear optimal control problems, while Bellemans et al.
(2006) proposes a ramp metering scheme based on a nonlinear MPC approach.
However, these optimisation-based traffic controllers are hardly applicable in
large freeway networks for real-time uses because of their computational com-
plexity, hence computationally efficient MPC approaches are sought Muralidharan and Horowitz.
(2015). In order to deal with these aspects, distributed freeway control ap-
proaches have been recently investigated Ferrara et al.; Pisarski and Canudas de Wit.
(2016), as well as event-triggered MPC schemes Ferrara et al. (2015).

Only few and recent research works in the literature deal with the de-
sign of ramp metering controllers to reduce traffic emissions. For instance,
in Zegeye et al. (2012), the authors propose a parameterised MPC approach
where the control objective is a weighted sum of travel times, emissions, and the
variances in the control signals, while the same authors in Zegeye et al. (2013)
propose a general traffic control framework to integrate macroscopic traffic flow
models and microscopic emission and fuel consumption models. A dispersion
model for motorway traffic emissions is investigated in Csikós et al. (2015) for
control purposes, whereas Liu et al. (2013) describes an MPC approach to de-
termine a ramp metering action aimed at jointly reducing traffic emissions and
travel times in single freeway stretches. A two-class freeway traffic controller
to reduce congestion and emissions is also presented in Pasquale et al. (2015b),
by exploiting optimal control techniques for the solution of the resulting multi-
objective nonlinear optimal control problem.

Route guidance is an effective traffic control technique that can be applied
in freeway networks where the drivers have to choose among alternative paths.
In Pavlis and M.Papageorgiou. (1999); Wang et al. (2001) a classification of the
routing control strategies is reported, by distinguishing two categories: feed-
back strategies, where the routing problem is solved taking into account the
instantaneous travel time along the selected paths, and iterative strategies, that
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use real-time measurements and disturbance predictions, to provide the exact
solution of the problem. Although this last type of approach is very efficient, it
requires a high computational effort; for this reason, the authors of Wang et al.
(2002) propose a predictive feedback strategy that incorporates the advantages
of feedback and iterative strategies. Other approaches consider fuzzy systems
Wahle et al. (2001); Henn. (2000); Pang et al. (1999), or Mixed Integer Lin-
ear Programming formulations to solve cooperative problems of route guidance
Kaufman et al. (1998), or the variational inequality paradigm for the ideal dy-
namic user optimal route choice problem W.Jang et al. (2005). In the context
of freeway traffic systems, some approaches regard the application of route guid-
ance combined with other control strategies, for example in Karimi et al. (2004),
where the routing problem is combined with ramp metering within an MPC ap-
proach, or in Kotsialos et al. (2002), where a discrete-time constrained nonlinear
optimal control problem is solved for a case in which route guidance is combined
with ramp metering and motorway-to-motorway control.

Only few contributions on routing strategies deal with environmental issues.
In Tzeng and Chen. (1993), a multi-objective approach is proposed in order to
define the optimal flows that minimise the total travel time, the travel distance
and the pollutant emissions. In Venigalla et al. (1999), the defined routing al-
gorithm evaluates the environmental impact of the traffic system by considering
the operating conditions of vehicles along the assigned route. Moreover, in
Ahn and Rakha. (2008) the environmental and energetic impacts produced by
the route choice decisions are defined by using both a microscopic and a macro-
scopic simulator, while in Rakha et al. (2012) two eco-routing algorithms based
on feedback assignment are proposed. In Luo et al. (2016) an MPC framework
for real-time en-route diversion control is proposed to improve traffic efficiency,
while reducing emissions and fuel consumptions: Tabu Search is applied to solve
the resulting optimisation problems.

2.4. Contributions of the paper

In the current paper, the adopted traffic model is METANET for freeway
networks in the destination-oriented mode, properly extended to take into ac-
count the multi-class case. The interaction among different types of vehicles
is modelled analogously to Caligaris et al. (2010); Pasquale et al. (2014), where
only a freeway stretch is considered. This traffic model for multi-class freeway
networks is original and presented in this paper for the first time (a preliminary
version of this model, with a different notation, is reported in Pasquale et al.
(2016b)).

Also the emission model adopted in this paper is original. In particular,
such a model is VERSIT+ for multi-class freeway networks including the com-
putation of emissions at the on-ramps. This model extends to freeway networks
the one proposed in Pasquale et al. (2015a), which was referred to a freeway
stretch.

The main contribution of the present work stands in the traffic control frame-
work. The multi-class routing control strategy proposed in this paper is inspired
by Wang et al. (2002), i.e. it is a feedback strategy which computes the control
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action on the basis of the measured system state and, also, on the prediction
of the system evolution. This prediction is realised by on-line running a proper
simulation model in order to predict travel times and traffic emissions over a
given horizon. Compared to Wang et al. (2002), the present paper proposes
a multi-class control scheme based on the predicted total travel time and the
predicted total emissions, whereas in Wang et al. (2002) only the predicted to-
tal time is considered in presence of only one class of vehicles. Moreover, in
the current paper, route guidance is combined with a multi-class feedback ramp-

metering strategy in order to further reduce emissions and congestion in freeway
networks. The adopted ramp metering controller is the multi-class PI-ALINEA
feedback controller, whose effectiveness has already been analysed for a freeway
stretch where only ramp metering is applied Pasquale et al. (2014).

A preliminary version of the control scheme described in this paper has been
defined in Pasquale et al. (2016b). In particular, the control framework pro-
posed in the present work extends the one in Pasquale et al. (2016b), since the
route guidance controller is more general (considering more than two paths for
each origin-destination pair, adding penalising factors for representing specific
emission restriction policies, and so on) and a suitable controller gains selector

procedure is introduced to fix the controller gains on the basis of the present
traffic conditions. Moreover, a deeper simulation analysis is performed in this
paper to show the effectiveness and versatility of the proposed controller.

3. The multi-class network traffic model

As previously introduced, the considered traffic flow model is based on
METANET Papageorgiou et al. (1990), in the destination-oriented mode, prop-
erly extended to the multi-class case. In the considered model, the freeway
system is represented by means of a directed graph, shown in Fig. 1, composed
of:

• M freeway links, modelling the traffic behaviour in homogeneous freeway
stretches;

• O origin links, modelling the links which forward traffic volumes from
outside the network into the considered freeway; among these origin links
there are also on-ramps that can be controlled via ramp metering;

• N nodes, characterised by no more than three links (in case of more com-
plex nodes, they are decomposed in nodes meeting such condition by in-
troducing dummy links and dummy nodes).

”place Fig. 1 about here”

Each freeway link m = 1, . . . ,M is further divided into Nm sections with
length Lm and λm lanes. Moreover, the set of destinations reachable
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from link m is denoted as Jm. Analogously, J̄o is the set of destinations
reachable from origin link o = 1, . . . , O. Also, for each node n = 1, . . . , N ,
¯̄Jn is the set of reachable destinations, On is the set of exiting links,
and In, Īn are the set of entering freeway links and entering origin links,
respectively.

The time horizon is divided into K time steps, with sample time interval
T [h], and C classes of vehicles are considered. In order to correctly model
the presence of different types of vehicles, let us introduce the parameter
ηc, c = 1, . . . , C, which represents a conversion factor of vehicles of class
c in cars. This parameter has a meaning analogous to the definition of
passenger car equivalents (PCE), that is the number of passenger cars
displaced by a single heavy vehicle of a particular type under specific
traffic and control conditions National Research Council (1994).

The main variables referring to the freeway links are:

– ρcm,i,j(k) is the partial traffic density of class c in section i of link m
at time instant kT with destination j ∈ Jm [veh of class c/km/lane];

– ρcm,i(k) is the traffic density of class c in section i of link m at time
instant kT [veh of class c/km/lane];

– ρm,i(k) is the total traffic density in section i of link m at time instant
kT [PCE/km/lane];

– vcm,i(k) is the mean traffic speed of class c in section i of link m at
time instant kT [km/h];

– qcm,i(k) is the traffic volume of class c leaving section i of link m
during time interval [kT, (k + 1)T ) [veh of class c/h];

– γc
m,i,j(k) is the portion of the traffic volume of class c in section i of

link m at time instant kT having destination j ∈ Jm (composition
rate).

The main variables referring to the origin links are:

– dco,j(k) is the partial origin demand of class c entering origin link o

at time instant kT with destination j ∈ J̄o [veh of class c/h];

– dco(k) is the origin demand of class c entering origin link o at time
instant kT [veh of class c/h];

– lco,j(k) is the partial queue length of class c at origin link o with

destination j ∈ J̄o at time instant kT [veh of class c];

– lco(k) is the queue length of class c at origin link o at time instant kT
[veh of class c];

– γc
o,j(k) is the portion of the traffic volume of class c leaving origin link

o at time instant kT having destination j ∈ J̄o (composition rate);

– θco,j(k) is the portion of the demand of class c originating in origin

link o at time instant kT having destination j ∈ J̄o;
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– qco(k) is the traffic volume of class c leaving origin link o during time
interval [kT, (k + 1)T ) [veh of class c/h];

– qo(k) is the total traffic volume leaving origin link o during time
interval [kT, (k + 1)T ) [PCE/h].

The variables referring to the nodes are:

– Qc
n,j(k) is the flow of class c entering node n during time interval

[kT, (k + 1)T ) with destination j ∈ ¯̄Jn [veh of class c/h];

– βc
m,n,j(k) is the splitting rate, i.e. the portion of the traffic volume

present in node n at time instant kT which chooses link m to reach
destination j ∈ ¯̄Jn.

Starting from the freeway links, a first dynamic equation is written for the
partial traffic density, i.e.

ρcm,i,j(k+1) = ρcm,i,j(k)+
T

Lmλm

[

γc
m,i−1,j(k)q

c
m,i−1(k)−γc

m,i,j(k)q
c
m,i(k)

]

(1)

c = 1, . . . , C, m = 1, . . . ,M , i = 1, . . . , Nm, j ∈ Jm, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1,

where γc
m,i,j(k) =

ρc
m,i,j(k)

ρc
m,i

(k) and ρcm,i(k) =
∑

j∈Jm
ρcm,i,j(k).

The second state equation regards the dynamics of the traffic mean speed,
i.e.

vcm,i(k + 1) = vcm,i(k) +
T

τ c

[

V c (ρm,i(k))− vcm,i(k)

]

+
T

Lm

vcm,i(k)

[

vcm,i−1(k)− vcm,i(k)

]

−
νcT

[

ρm,i+1(k)− ρm,i(k)
]

τ cLm

[

ρm,i(k) + χc
] (2)

c = 1, . . . , C, m = 1, . . . ,M , i = 1, . . . , Nm, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, where τ c,
νc, χc are model parameters referred to class c. The steady-state speed-
density relation V c (ρm,i(k)) is obtained as

V c (ρm,i(k)) = vf,cm,i ·

[

1−

(

ρm,i(k)

ρmax
m,i

)lc]mc

(3)

where vf,cm,i is the free-flow speed in section i of link m for class c [km/h],
ρmax
m,i is the jam density in section i of link m [PCE/km/lane], whereas lc,

mc are other model parameters.

The total density is computed as

ρm,i(k) =

C
∑

c=1

ηcρcm,i(k) (4)
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while the traffic volume is obtained as

qcm,i(k) = ρcm,i(k)v
c
m,i(k)λm (5)

In (2) a further additional term can be added to take into account the
speed reduction caused by merging phenomena near on-ramps. In partic-
ular, consider a node in which a freeway link merges with an origin link o;
in the first section of link m leaving that node there is a speed reduction
given by

−∆cT
vcm,1(k)qo(k)

Lmλm

[

ρm,1(k) + χc
] (6)

where ∆c is a constant parameter defined for class c.

In (2) boundary conditions are needed, i.e. the virtual downstream density
at the end of the link ρm,Nm+1(k) and the virtual upstream speed at the
beginning of the link vcm,0(k). If node n (at the end of link m) has more
than one leaving link, the virtual downstream density can be computed
as

ρm,Nm+1(k) =

∑

µ∈On
(ρµ,1(k))

2

∑

µ∈On
ρµ,1(k)

(7)

In case node n (at the beginning of link m) has more than one entering
link, the virtual upstream speed may be computed as

vcm,0(k) =

∑

µ∈In
vcµ,Nµ

(k)qcµ,Nµ
(k)

∑

µ∈In
qcµ,Nµ

(k)
(8)

Let us now consider the origin links. The dynamic evolution of the partial
queue length is calculated as

lco,j(k + 1) = lco,j(k) + T
[

dco,j(k)− γc
o,j(k)q

c
o(k)

]

(9)

c = 1, . . . , C, o = 1, . . . , O, j = 1, . . . , J̄o, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, with γc
o,j(k) =

lco,j(k)

lco(k)
, lco(k) =

∑

j∈J̄o
lco,j(k), and dco,j(k) = θco,j(k)d

c
o(k).

The traffic flow of class c leaving each origin link o, having m as down-
stream link, is given by

qco(k) = min

{

dco(k) +
lco(k)

T
, qmax,c

o , qmax,c
o ·

ρmax
m,1 − ρm,1(k)

ρmax
m,1 − ρcrm,1

}

(10)

where dco(k) =
∑

j∈J̄o
dco,j(k), q

max,c
o is the maximum flow of class c in

origin link o, and ρcrm,1 is the critical density of the first section of link m
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[PCE/km/lane]. This critical density ρcrm,1 is obtained by calibrating a fun-
damental diagram, i.e. a steady-state relation of the total flow depending
on the total density ρm,1, of the form

Q (ρm,1) = vfm,1 · ρm,1 ·

[

1−

(

ρm,1

ρmax
m,1

)l]m

(11)

where vfm,1, ρ
max
m,1 , l, m are the parameters to be estimated through an

identification procedure. The critical density ρcrm,1 is then obtained as the
value of ρm,1 corresponding to the maximum value of Q (ρm,1).

In case the considered origin link o is a controlled on-ramp, by denoting
with q̄co(k) the on-ramp flow computed by the controller for class c, the
leaving traffic flow is given by

qco(k) = min

{

dco(k) +
lco(k)

T
, qmax,c

o , q̄co(k), q
max,c
o ·

ρmax
m,1 − ρm,1(k)

ρmax
m,1 − ρcrm,1

}

(12)

As for the node model, the incoming traffic flow is computed as

Qc
n,j(k) =

∑

µ∈In

qcµ,Nµ
(k) · γc

µ,Nµ,j
(k) +

∑

o∈Īn

qco(k) · γ
c
o,j(k) (13)

The traffic flow entering the first section of a link exiting a node is calcu-
lated as

qcm,0(k) =
∑

j∈Jm

βc
m,n,j(k) ·Q

c
n,j(k) (14)

Note that the splitting rates must guarantee that
∑

µ∈On
βc
µ,n,j(k) = 1,

c = 1, . . . , C, n = 1, . . . , N , j ∈ ¯̄Jn, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. In presence of
control actions, the splitting rates are modelled by

βc
m,n,j(k) = (1− εcm,n)β

N,c
m,n,j(k) + εcm,nβ

C,c
m,n,j(k) (15)

where βN,c
m,n,j(k) is the splitting rate without route recommendations prop-

erly computed on the basis of historical data, βC,c
m,n,j(k) is the splitting rate

defined with a suitable control approach, and εcm,n is the compliance rate
with the route recommendations, 0 ≤ εcm,n ≤ 1.

The model presented in this section contains a number of parameters which
must be properly calibrated. Hence, an identification procedure based on
real traffic data should be realised off-line to calibrate all the model pa-
rameters of the considered freeway network. This identification procedure
is not a trivial issue, both due to the large size of the considered system
and due to the nonlinearities present in the traffic model. The interested
reader can refer to a recent work on macroscopic traffic flow model cal-
ibration, i.e. Spiliopoulou et al. (2015), in which different optimisation
algorithms, both stochastic and deterministic, are tested and compared.
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4. The VERSIT+ emission model

In order to properly compute the freeway traffic emissions in the network,
a multi-class macroscopic emission model is considered starting from the
microscopic emission model VERSIT+. In the following, the microscopic
VERSIT+ model is described and its extension to the macroscopic multi-
class case for a freeway network is also reported.

4.1. The microscopic VERSIT+ emission model

According to the microscopic VERSIT+ emission model Ligterink et al.
(2009), the emission factor of a given vehicle depends both on the value
of its speed v [km/h] and on the combination of its acceleration a [m/s2]
and speed, through the variable w defined as

w = a+ 0.014v (16)

Four driving conditions are identified, corresponding respectively to idling
conditions, with v < 5 and a < 0.5, urban driving with v ≤50, rural
driving with 50< v ≤80 and motorway driving with v >80.

The emission factor E [g/s] is given by

E =



















u0 if v < 5 and a < 0.5

u1 + u2w+ + u3(w − 1)+ if (5 ≤ v ≤50) or (v < 5 and a ≥0.5)

u4 + u5w+ + u6(w − 1)+ if 50< v ≤80

u7 + u8(w − 0.5)+ + u9(w − 1.5)+ if v >80

(17)

where uh, h = 0, . . . , 9, are specific coefficients of the emission model.
Moreover, the function (x)+ projects x on the set of nonnegative numbers,
i.e. (x)+ = 0 if x < 0, and (x)+ = x otherwise.

4.2. The multi-class macroscopic VERSIT+ emission model

In order to adopt the VERSIT+ emission model for freeway networks, it
is first of all necessary to extend the macroscopic multi-class traffic flow
model described in Section 3 in order to compute the average acceleration
and the number of vehicles for each link, for each class of vehicles and for
every simulation time step. In Zegeye et al. (2013), two types of accel-
eration have been identified, i.e. the segmental acceleration considering
the speed variation within a section, and the cross-segmental acceleration,
which concerns the speed variation of vehicles moving from one section
to the next one between two consecutive time steps. In Liu et al. (2014a)
such accelerations have been extended to the multi-class case, while in
Pasquale et al. (2015a) the model has been extended to add the compu-
tation of the emissions at the on-ramps. In the following, the proposed
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macroscopic multi-class VERSIT+ emission model for traffic networks is
described.

In the freeway links, two types of acceleration are considered:

– the segmental acceleration aseg,cm,i (k) referring to vehicles of class c in
section i of link m between time step k and time step k+1 (the num-
ber of vehicles subject to this acceleration is denoted as nseg,c

m,i (k));

– the cross-segmental acceleration across,cm,i,i+1(k) of vehicles of class c mov-
ing from section i to section i+1 of link m between time step k and
k+1 (the number of vehicles involved is indicated with ncross,c

m,i,i+1(k)).

The segmental acceleration is computed as

aseg,cm,i (k) =
vcm,i(k + 1)− vcm,i(k)

T
(18)

while the cross-segmental acceleration is given by

across,cm,i,i+1(k) =
vcm,i,i+1(k + 1)− vcm,i(k)

T
(19)

Note that at the boundary between two adjacent links, i.e. when vehi-
cles move between the last section of a link and the first section of the
downstream link, (19) still holds with a slightly different notation.

Moreover, the number of vehicles subject to these accelerations is respec-
tively given by

nseg,c
m,i (k) = Lmρcm,i(k)− Tqcm,i(k) (20)

ncross,c
m,i,i+1(k) = Tqcm,i(k) (21)

In order to compute the pollutant emissions in the origin links, four types
of acceleration are considered:

– the acceleration aa,co (k) of arriving vehicles, i.e. vehicles of class c
arriving at the origin link o at k and waiting in queue at k + 1 (let
na,c
o (k) indicate the number of arriving vehicles);

– the acceleration aw,c
o (k) of waiting vehicles, i.e. vehicles of class c

moving within the queue of the origin link o between k and k+1 (let
nw,c
o (k) indicate the number of waiting vehicles);

– the acceleration als,co (k) of leaving vehicles with stop, i.e. vehicles of
class c being in the queue of the origin link o at k and exiting link
o at k + 1 (let nls,c

o (k) indicate the number of leaving vehicles with
stop);
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– the acceleration alns,co (k) of leaving vehicles without stop, i.e. vehicles
of class c arriving at the origin link o at k and exiting link o at k+1
without any intermediate stop in the queue (let nlns,c

o (k) indicate the
number of leaving vehicles without stop).

The acceleration of arriving vehicles is given by

aa,co (k) =
vidl,co (k + 1)− von,co (k)

T
(22)

where von,co (k) is the speed of vehicles arriving at the origin link o and
vidl,co (k) is the speed of the vehicles moving within the queue of origin link
o.

The acceleration of waiting vehicles is computed as

aw,c
o (k) =

vidl,co (k + 1)− vidl,co (k)

T
(23)

The acceleration of leaving vehicles with stop, entering the first section of
link m, is obtained as

als,co (k) =
vcm,1(k + 1)− vidl,co (k)

T
(24)

while the acceleration of leaving vehicles without stop is given by

alns,co (k) =
vcm,1(k + 1)− von,co (k)

T
(25)

”place Fig. 2 about here”

”place Fig. 3 about here”

The number of vehicles that belong to each group is computed depending
on the value of the flow qco(k) leaving the origin link o at time step k. In
particular, two cases can be distinguished:

1. if 0 ≤ qco(k) ≤
lco(k)
T

, corresponding to the case in which the vehicles
entering the mainstream are less than the vehicles in the queue (see
Fig. 2), the number of vehicles of the four groups is given by

na,c
o (k) = Tdco(k) (26)

nw,c
o (k) = lco(k)− Tqco(k) (27)

nls,c
o (k) = Tqco(k) (28)

nlns,c
o (k) = 0 (29)
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2. if
lco(k)
T

< qco(k) ≤ dco(k) +
lco
T
(k), corresponding to the case in which

the vehicles entering the mainstream are more than the vehicles in
the queue (see Fig. 3), the number of vehicles is obtained as

na,c
o (k) = Tdco(k) + lco(k)− Tqco(k) (30)

nw,c
o (k) = 0 (31)

nls,c
o (k) = lco(k) (32)

nlns,c
o (k) = Tqco(k)− lco(k) (33)

In accordance with the accelerations previously defined, the macroscopic
multi-class VERSIT+ emission model is applied by using (17) for each
vehicle class c, for each section i of each link m, for each origin link o
and for each time step k. Specifically, the coefficients uh, h = 0, . . . , 9,
used in (17) are replaced by suitable coefficients properly identified for the
multi-class emission model and the variables are replaced as indicated in
Table 1, where y ∈ {a,w, ls, lns} and vy,co (k) assumes the following values

vy,co (k) =

{

von,co (k) if y = a or y = lns

vidl,co (k) if y = w or y = ls
(34)

”place Table 1 about here”

5. The proposed framework

As already introduced, the proposed control scheme aims at determining
a combined ramp metering and routing strategy in a freeway network. In
particular, route guidance is actuated through VMSs (located near the
freeway bifurcations) to inform the road users about alternative routes.
These indications are assumed to be specifically differentiated for the dif-
ferent classes of vehicles. Moreover, ramp metering is applied in order
to regulate the access of traffic to the mainstream through traffic signals
installed at the on-ramps. Again, the ramp metering strategy is of the
multi-class type, i.e. the different classes of vehicles have dedicated lanes
and signals.

The layout of the proposed control framework is depicted in Fig. 4. The
overall scheme consists of two main components: the controllers and the
gains selector. The controllers are of two types, a route guidance controller
and a ramp metering controller. The feedback routing controller com-
putes the predicted travel time differences and the predicted total weighted

emission differences provided, respectively, by the multi-class METANET
model and by the multi-class VERSIT+ model, described respectively in
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Section 3 and Section 4. The prediction models are run periodically and
are initialised with the current system state. On the basis of this predic-
tion, the routing control action is computed. The feedback ramp metering
controller, instead, computes the on-ramp flow on the basis of the measure-
ments obtained from the real system: the ramp metering control action is
updated with a sample time equal to T . A detailed description of the two
controllers is reported in Section 6.

”place Fig. 4 about here”

Both the controllers are characterised by different parameters, which can
be distinguished in design parameters, that are properly fixed by traffic
managers to implement specific policies, and controller gains which are
provided by the gains selector module depicted in Fig. 4. This block in-
cludes a library of traffic scenarios (corresponding to specific traffic states
and demand patterns), each of which has a set of associated controller
gains. Such gains are calibrated through a specific optimisation-based
procedure which is applied off-line. Moreover, inside the gains selector, a
classification algorithm periodically chooses, on the basis of the present
system state and estimated demands, the most proper scenario and the
corresponding controller gains. The controller gains selector is described
in detail in Section 7.

6. The route guidance and ramp metering controllers

6.1. The routing control strategy

The routing control strategy consists in informing the users about the pre-
ferred link to choose in a bifurcation, on the basis of the present traffic and
emission conditions and, also, by predicting the travel times and emissions
for each alternative path. This prediction is run periodically and the rout-
ing control action is computed with the same sample time. Specifically,
let us denote with NC the number of time steps of this routing control
sample time (which is then equal to NCT [s]), so that the prediction is run
and the routing control action is computed at any time step k̄ multiple of
NC. This means that the same routing control action is applied between
time step k̄ and k̄+NC− 1. The phases of prediction and routing control
action computation are described in detail in the following.

Prediction of travel times and traffic emissions

Since the prediction of travel times and traffic emissions is realised in
order to compute routing strategies, this prediction only refers to alterna-
tive paths starting from bifurcation nodes, i.e. nodes having two exiting
freeway links (more than two exiting links are not possible, according
to the network structure defined in Section 3). Inspired by the works
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Karimi et al. (2004) and Cremer (1995), such prediction is carried out
considering some virtual test vehicles, which leave the bifurcation node in
order to reach their destinations through alternative paths.

Let us consider a generic bifurcation node n, from which it is possible
to reach different destinations j ∈ ¯̄Jn, and let us denote with m and m′

the two exiting links. For each pair of nodes (n, j), n ∈ N , j ∈ ¯̄Jn, the
most likely paths are gathered in set Zn,j . Since the routing suggestion
in node n is related to the choice of one of the two freeway links exiting
the node, it is possible to gather the different paths connecting node n to
destination j in two sets according to the freeway link exiting node n in
each path. The two sets are denoted as the set of primary and secondary

paths on the basis of the most common path choices made by the drivers.
Specifically, let us denote with ZP

n,j the set of primary paths having m as

first freeway link, and with ZS
n,j the set of secondary paths having m′ as

first freeway link. Of course, Zn,j = ZP
n,j ∪ ZS

n,j , whereas Z
P
n,j ∩ ZS

n,j = ∅.

For each pair of nodes (n, j), a number of virtual vehicles equal to |Zn,j | is
introduced for each class of vehicles. Let us denote with δzn,j the distance
[km] between the origin node n and the destination node j in path z ∈ Zn,j .
Referring to a generic time step k̄ in which the prediction models are run,
two quantities are introduced for each virtual vehicle of class c = 1, . . . , C
in path z ∈ Zn,j and for each time step k ≥ k̄, i.e. the distance covered
by the vehicle in the network sz,cn,j(k) and the total weighted emissions

ez,cn,j(k). Such quantities are initialised to 0 for k = k̄. The prediction is

realised assuming that the routing control actions computed at k̄ − NC

are maintained constant for the whole prediction horizon, while the ramp
metering control actions are computed with the PI-ALINEA control law
described in Subsection 6.2.

In particular, the covered distance sz,cn,j(k) is updated as follows

sz,cn,j(k + 1) = sz,cn,j(k) + vcm̄,̄i(k) · T (35)

where m̄ is the freeway link and ī the section in which the virtual vehicle
of class c is located at time step k along path z.

The total weighted emissions ez,cn,j are calculated as

ez,cn,j(k + 1) = ez,cn,j(k) + T secφc
m̄

[

Eseg,z,c
m̄,̄i

(k) + Ecross,z,c
m̄,̄i,̄i+1

(k)
]

(36)

where Eseg,z,c
m̄,̄i

(k) and Ecross,z,c
m̄,̄i,̄i+1

(k) are the emission factors related to the

position of the test vehicle at time step k in freeway link m̄ and section
ī, and computed as in (17) according to the notation of Table 1. Note
that only one of the emission factors Eseg,z,c

m̄,̄i
(k) and Ecross,z,c

m̄,̄i,̄i+1
(k) is used,

since the test vehicle between time steps k and k + 1 can be either inside
a section or at the boundary between two subsequent sections. In (36)
T sec is the sample time T expressed in seconds, whereas φc

m̄ is a weight
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associated with the passage of vehicles of class c in link m̄. This weight is a
design parameter used to suitably penalise the transfer of specific vehicles
in critical links of the network (e.g. to dissuade the presence of trucks in
city centres or close to protected areas).

The previous computations related to each virtual vehicle end when the
vehicle itself reaches its destination, i.e. when sz,cn,j(k) = δzn,j . Let us

define with κz,c
n,j(k̄) the duration, in terms of number of time steps, of

path z from n to j followed by the virtual vehicle of class c which started
its route at time step k̄. Hence, κz,c

n,j(k̄)T represents the predicted travel

time and ez,cn,j

(

k̄+κz,c
n,j(k̄)

)

indicates the predicted total weighted emissions

experienced by the virtual vehicle of class c which left n at time step k̄
and followed path z until reaching destination j.

The predicted travel time for primary and secondary paths are calculated
at time step k̄ as the minimum predicted travel time of paths belonging to
the sets ZP

n,j and ZS
n,j , respectively. The predicted travel time difference

at time step k̄ is then obtained as

∆tcn,j(k̄) = min
z∈ZS

n,j

{

κz,c
n,j(k̄)T

}

− min
z∈ZP

n,j

{

κz,c
n,j(k̄)T

}

(37)

Analogously, the predicted total weighted emission difference is given by

∆ecn,j(k̄) = min
z∈ZS

n,j

{

ez,cn,j

(

k̄+κz,c
n,j(k̄)

)}

− min
z∈ZP

n,j

{

ez,cn,j

(

k̄+κz,c
n,j(k̄)

)}

(38)

Computation of the routing control action

The conditions of Dynamic User Equilibrium have been widely used in
route guidance control schemes. These conditions consider that traffic
flows with the same origin and destination are distributed in the network
so that the travel times on these routes are the same. Moreover, the Dy-
namic User Equilibrium takes into account the dynamic nature of the traf-
fic conditions, considering that travel times vary over time and space and
depend on the level of congestion in the system Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos.
(2001); Friesz. (2010). Analogously to the travel time, it is possible to as-
sume that also the level of pollutant emissions depends on time, space and
traffic congestion. Based on these considerations, we propose a new eco-
routing model named Dynamic Emission Equilibrium, aimed at balancing
the weighted pollutant emissions along the suggested routes.

At a generic time step k̄ at which the routing control action at node
n is computed, the conditions of Dynamic User Equilibrium relate the
predicted travel time difference with the splitting rates (that we denote
with apex ‘t’, since they are referred to travel times), i.e.

∆tcn,j(k̄) > 0 ⇒ βt,c
m,n,j(k̄) = 1 (39)
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∆tcn,j(k̄) = 0 ⇒ 0 < βt,c
m,n,j(k̄) < 1 (40)

∆tcn,j(k̄) < 0 ⇒ βt,c
m,n,j(k̄) = 0 (41)

Analogously, the conditions of Dynamic Emission Equilibrium may be
formulated as a relation between the predicted total weighted emission
difference and the splitting rates (denoted in this case with the apex ‘e’
indicating emissions), i.e.

∆ecn,j(k̄) > 0 ⇒ βe,c
m,n,j(k̄) = 1 (42)

∆ecn,j(k̄) = 0 ⇒ 0 < βe,c
m,n,j(k̄) < 1 (43)

∆ecn,j(k̄) < 0 ⇒ βe,c
m,n,j(k̄) = 0 (44)

Note that, in the previous conditions (39)-(41) and (42)-(44), only the
splitting rates associated with the choice of link m have been defined, since
those for link m′ can be easily computed as βt,c

m′,n,j(k̄) = 1−βt,c
m,n,j(k̄) and

βe,c
m′,n,j(k̄) = 1− βe,c

m,n,j(k̄), c = 1, . . . , C, n = 1, . . . , N , j ∈ ¯̄Jn.

The proposed feedback routing control strategy is based on PI-controllers,
i.e. feedback controllers of the proportional-integral type. Let us consider
the two PI-controllers adopted at time step k̄ to define the splitting rates
βt,c
m,n,j(k̄) and βe,c

m,n,j(k̄). Taking into account conditions (39)-(41) and
(42)-(44), such controllers are defined as follows

βt,c
m,n,j(k̄) = βt,c

m,n,j(k̄−1)+Kt,c
P [∆tcn,j(k̄)−∆tcn,j(k̄−1)]+Kt,c

I ∆tcn,j(k̄)(45)

βe,c
m,n,j(k̄) = βe,c

m,n,j(k̄−1)+Ke,c
P [∆ecn,j(k̄)−∆ecn,j(k̄−1)]+Ke,c

I ∆ecn,j(k̄)(46)

c = 1, . . . , C, n = 1, . . . , N , j ∈ ¯̄Jn, where Kt,c
P , Kt,c

I , Ke,c
P and Ke,c

I ,
c = 1, . . . , C, are the gain parameters of the PI-controllers. It is worth
noting that the resulting splitting rates βt,c

m,n,j(k̄) and βe,c
m,n,j(k̄) should be

truncated to the admissible interval [0, 1].

The splitting rates which jointly consider the effect of both assignment
conditions are given by the following weighted sum:

βC,c
m,n,j(k̄) = αc · βt,c

m,n,j(k̄) + (1− αc) · βe,c
m,n,j(k̄) (47)

where αc are design parameters defined for class c = 1, . . . , C, with 0 ≤
αc ≤ 1. Parameters αc, c = 1, . . . , C, are fixed in order to apply specific
control policies for each vehicle class, by properly balancing travel times
and total weighted emissions.

Since the routing controller is of the predictive type, its performance can
be decreased in case of model mismatch. As highlighted in Wang et al.
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(2002), such a mismatch can be caused by several reasons, e.g. inaccuracy
of the prediction model, of the model parameter estimates, of the state
measurements, and so on. In these cases, the control scheme should be
enriched with outer feedback loops in order to reject the model mismatch.
For instance, in Wang et al. (2002) the model mismatch caused by un-
known compliance rates is dealt with by introducing an outer feedback
loop which updates the splitting rates to be actuated in the freeway net-
work on the basis of those computed by the predictive feedback rule and
by taking into account measured travel time differences. Such a scheme
could be extended to the present case, by taking into account not only
the experienced travel time differences but also the measured emission
differences, distinguished per vehicle class.

6.2. The ramp metering control strategy

The ramp metering control strategy is based on feedback controllers of
the proportional-integral type as well, and in particular on the multi-class
PI-ALINEA (see Pasquale et al. (2014) for major details). As aforemen-
tioned, the control sample time interval of the ramp metering strategy is
equal to T .

Let us first of all introduce the variable f c
o (k) indicating the ratio, at time

step k, of the number of vehicles of class c = 1, . . . , C over the entire
number of vehicles, which are present in origin link o = 1, . . . , O and in
the mainstream section immediately downstream link o (namely the first
section of the downstream leaving linkm). Such quantity can be computed
as

f c
o (k) =

ηc · [ρcm,1(k)Lm + lco(k)]
∑C

c=1 η
c · [ρcm,1(k)Lm + lco(k)]

(48)

Referring to a generic origin link o that is a controlled on-ramp, the flow of
class c = 1, . . . , C that should enter at time step k is computed as follows

q̄co(k) = max

{

qmin,c
o , qco(k − 1)−Kc

P · [ρcm,1(k − 1)− ρcm,1(k − 2)]

+Kc
R · f c

o (k − 1)[ρ̂m,1 − ρm,1(k − 1)]

}

(49)

where ρ̂m,1 is the total density set-point of the first section of link m,
Kc

P and Kc
R are gain parameters of the regulator, whereas qmin,c

o is the
minimum traffic volume for class c and origin link o. A possible choice is to
fix the total density set-point equal to the critical density, i.e. ρ̂m,1 = ρcrm,1.
Note that, when in real cases the measurements are provided in terms of
occupancy instead of density, the previous relations can be applied by
mapping the occupancy measurements to a density scale.
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7. The controller gains selector

As mentioned before, the parameters of the proposed controllers can be
gathered in two sets depending on their characteristics. The first set,
denoted by W=

{

αc, φc
m, ρ̂m, NC, c = 1, . . . , C, m = 1, . . . ,M

}

, gathers
all the design parameters which are used to implement specific traffic
policies. These parameters are fixed following the indications of freeway
managers.

The second set, denoted by K=
{

Kt,c
P , Kt,c

I , Ke,c
P , Ke,c

I , Kc
P , Kc

R, c =

1, . . . , C
}

, collects the controller gains. Let us now describe the selection
procedure of the controller gains.

First of all, a finite set Ξ of traffic scenarios is defined to take into account
different traffic conditions. Each scenario σ ∈ Ξ is characterised by a set
of initial traffic conditions and a demand pattern. Each scenario σ ∈ Ξ is
associated with a setKσ of controller gains. The controller gains to be used
by the controllers are chosen with a given sampling time TS [s], normally
larger than T . This means that every TS seconds the selector identifies the
most adequate scenario σ̄ for representing the present traffic conditions.
This can be done by using classification techniques or clustering methods
D.Michie et al. (1994); Alpaydin. (2009); Everitt et al. (2011); Aggarwal.
(2014); Hennig et al. (2015). On the basis of the chosen scenario σ̄, the
selector module feeds the controllers with the corresponding set K

σ̄ of
gains.

The controller gains associated with each scenario are found by off-line
running an optimisation-based procedure, whose details are reported in
the following subsection.

7.1. Optimisation-based calibration of the controller gains

The controller gains gathered in set K
σ are found by solving an optimi-

sation problem in which the minimisation of travel times and the min-
imisation of traffic emissions are explicitly taken into account. The first
objective is the Total Time Spent by vehicles in the network, denoted with
TTS [PCE·h]. With reference to a time horizon of H time steps, the TTS
in the multi-class case can be computed as

TTS =
H−1
∑

k=0

T

[ M
∑

m=1

Nm
∑

i=1

Lm

C
∑

c=1

ηcρcm,i(k) +
O
∑

o=1

C
∑

c=1

ηclco(k)

]

(50)

The second objective is TE [g], i.e. the Total Emissions in the freeway
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links and in the origin links, which can be computed as

TE =

H−1
∑

k=0

C
∑

c=1

T sec

[ M
∑

m=1

( Nm
∑

i=1

Eseg,c
m,i (k) +

Nm−1
∑

i=1

Ecross,c
m,i,i+1(k)

)

+

O
∑

o=1

∑

y∈{a,w,ls,lns}

Eorig,y,c
o (k)

]

(51)

The general formulation of the optimisation problem for the calibration
of controller gains is the following.

Problem 1. Given the system initial conditions ρcm,i,j(0), vcm,i(0), c =
1, . . . , C, m = 1, . . . ,M , i = 1, . . . , Nm, j = 1, . . . , Jm, lco,j(0), c =

1, . . . , C, o = 1, . . . , O, j = 1, . . . , J̄o, the estimated demands dco,j(k),

θco,j(k), c = 1, . . . , C, o = 1, . . . , O, j = 1, . . . , J̄o, k = 0, . . . , H − 1, the

initial values βt,c
m,n,j(0) and βe,c

m,n,j(0), the predicted differences ∆tcn,j(k̄),

∆tcn,j(k̄ − 1), ∆ecn,j(k̄), ∆ecn,j(k̄ − 1), k̄ = hNC, h = 1, . . . , H/NC − 1,
find the set Kσ of positive controller gains that minimises

J = ω · Γ · TE + (1− ω) · TTS (52)

subject to (1), (2), (9), (12)-(15), (17) with Table 1, (45)-(47), (49).

In Problem 1, the two performance indices TTS and TE are reported to
the same order of magnitude thanks to coefficient Γ and are arbitrarily
weighted by ω ∈ [0, 1]. Problem 1 is a nonlinear optimisation problem that
can be solved by both gradient-based nonlinear solvers and gradient-free
techniques Ruszczynski. (2006); Pham et al. (2011); Rios and Sahinidis.
(2013). In many cases, nonlinear problems arising in traffic control have
been solved efficiently by applying multi-start methods Burger et al. (2013).

8. Simulation results

A specific case study of a freeway network is tested via simulation by
considering the implementation of several control policies. These tests
aim, firstly, to assess the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, and,
secondly, to verify the flexibility of the proposed controller to implement
specific policies for the different classes of vehicles, as well as to privilege
or penalise specific freeway links or paths. The simulation results obtained
from this analysis, and proposed in this section, have been achieved by
adopting the multi-class METANET model and the macroscopic VER-
SIT+ model to reproduce the traffic behaviour and to compute CO2 emis-
sions of the freeway network; such models are also utilised to estimate the
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travel times and the CO2 emissions along the selected paths in the pre-
diction models used by the routing controller. In this analysis two types
of vehicles, namely cars and trucks, have been taken into account distin-
guishing specific control actions for each of them.

8.1. Description of the case study

The freeway network considered to test the combined ramp metering and
routing strategy is shown in Fig. 5. It is composed of twelve freeway links,
named m1 to m12, each one with sections 800 [m] long and three lanes, of
four origin links o1 to o4, and two destinations D1 and D2. If the multi-
class control strategy is applied, the origin links o2, o3, o4 are controlled
via ramp metering, whereas VMSs are placed to bifurcations located at
nodes n3 and n8 in order to display route guidance indications. Specifi-
cally, node n3 is connected with destination D1 by only one primary path
belonging to ZP

n3,D1, composed of the freeway links m3–m4–m5–m10, with
a total length of 12 [km], and by only one secondary path belonging to
ZS
n3,D1, constituted by the freeway links m6–m7–m8–m5–m10, with a total

length of 16.8 [km]. From node n3 it is also possible to reach destination
D2 by means of two primary paths belonging to set ZP

n3,D2, i.e. m6–m7–
m9–m12 (11.2 [km]) and m6–m7–m8–m5–m11–m12 (14.4 [km]), and one
secondary path belonging to ZS

n3,D2
given by the freeway links m3–m4–m5–

m11–m12, with a total length of 14.4 [km]. Only one path connects node
n8 with destination D1, i.e. m8–m5–m10, while two alternative paths may
be adopted to reach destination D2 from node n8, with ZP

n8,D2 composed

of path m9–m12, with a total length of 3.2 [km], and ZS
n8,D2 composed of

path m8–m5–m11–m12, with an overall length of 11.2 [km].

”place Fig. 5 about here”

For the present case study, the splitting rates at node n3 without route rec-
ommendations are fixed as follows: βN,c

m3,n3,D1(k) = 1, βN,c
m3,n3,D2(k) = 0.55,

and consequently βN,c
m6,n3,D1(k) = 0 and βN,c

m6,n3,D2(k) = 0.45, c = 1, 2,
k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. The splitting rates without route recommendations at
node n8 are βN,1

m8,n8,D2(k) = 0.1, βN,2
m8,n8,D2(k) = 0.2, βN,1

m9,n8,D2(k) = 0.9,

βN,2
m9,n8,D2(k) = 0.8, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. In presence of routing control ac-

tions, the splitting rates are computed by means of the routing controller
presented in Section 6 and considering a complete compliance with the
route recommendations.

”place Fig. 6 about here”

For the simulation analysis, the sample time is T sec = 10 [s] and a to-
tal time horizon of 3 [h] is considered, corresponding to K = 1080. A
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constant demand is considered at the origin link o1 for the whole time
horizon, whereas at the origin links o2, o3, o4 trapezoidal demand profiles
for both vehicle classes are assumed, as shown in Fig. 6. Given the network
configuration, from all the origin links it is possible to reach the two des-
tinations, and it is assumed that 50% of the traffic demand in these links
is destined to D1, while the remaining 50% has D2 as destination. The
following traffic model parameters are selected: vf,1m,i = 120 [km/h], vf,2m,i =
90 [km/h], ρmax

m,i = 200 [PCE/km/lane], ρcrm,i = 46.66 [PCE/km/lane], ∀m,

∀i. The conversion factors are η1 = 1 and η2 = 4. As for the VERSIT+
emission model, the origin link speed is considered constant and set equal
to 30 [km/h] for both vehicle classes, and the speed of the vehicles moving
within the queue, considered constant as well, is set equal to 5 [km/h] for
the two classes.

Fig. 7 shows the profiles of the density in the freeway links in the uncon-
trolled case. It is possible to observe that the congestion appears first on
the downstream link of the origin link o2, and then worsens in the links
m3, m4, and m5 due to incoming flows from the links o3 and m8 since, in
absence of route recommendations, most of the vehicles choose these links
to reach destinations D1 and D2. The congestion dissolves in the links
m10 and m11, since the flow coming from node n6 is split between these
two links. Moreover, it is possible to observe that the congestion on links
m2 and m4 has a slight influence on links m1 and m8, while links m6, m7,
m9 and m12 are completely uncongested. A different trend is observed in
Fig. 8, which shows the CO2 emissions profiles in the freeway links, where
the highest CO2 emissions are in the freeway links m1, m2, m3, m4, and
m5 and a rather high concentration of emissions is present also in the links
m6, m9 and m11, due to the higher speeds observed in these stretches. In
this case, the Total Time Spent is equal to 9002 [PCE·h], whereas the
Total Emissions are 129316 [kg].

”place Fig. 7 about here”

”place Fig. 8 about here”

8.2. Performance evaluation of the controller

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed methodology, five
control policies have been implemented. All these cases have in com-
mon the features of the traffic scenario previously described, and the
controller gains found by solving Problem 1. In particular, the calibra-
tion of the controller gains has been performed adopting the Simulated
Annealing algorithm. Simulated Annealing is one of the most used it-
erative stochastic algorithms for global nonlinear optimisation since it is
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easy to implement, robust and applicable to a wide class of global opti-
misation problems. An important characteristic of Simulated Annealing
algorithms is the procedure for the cooling schedule, i.e. the update of
the temperature parameter. The Simulated Annealing algorithm adopted
in this work presents specific features of the cooling schedule, as done in
Anghinolfi et al. (2016). The effectiveness of this algorithm in the field
of traffic control has been verified in Pasquale et al. (2016a), where it is
compared with other derivative-free algorithms.

The results of such optimisation are reported in Table 2, where the values
of all the controller gains of set K are shown. As for the design parameters
of the controller in W, NC has been set equal to 30, corresponding to a
routing control sample time of 5 [min], whereas the value of the density
set point ρ̂m,1 has been chosen equal to the critical density, ∀m. More-
over, each case is characterised by different values of the design parameters
φc
m, αc, c = 1, 2, m = 3, 4, as shown in Table 3. Note that, in all cases,

φc
m = 1, c = 1, 2, m 6= 3, 4. Table 3 also reports, for each case, the per-

centage reduction of the total time spent RTTS and of the total emissions
RTE, compared with the uncontrolled case.

”place Table 2 about here”

”place Table 3 about here”

Let us start by describing the results obtained in Case 1, where φc
m = 1,

c = 1, 2, m = 3, 4, and α1 = α2 = 0.5 in order to balance, in the same way,
the emissions and the travel times for all the considered paths. Observing
Fig. 9, in which the values of the splitting rates at node n3 are shown, it
may be stated that the use of link m3 to reach destination D1 remains
favourable for cars, while trucks, that have lower speeds and produce
higher emissions, are largely directed to the alternative path. Differently,
for both classes of vehicles, the controller mainly suggests the path con-
nected to link m6 in order to reach destination D2. Fig. 10, instead, shows
the splitting rates related to node n8: it is possible to observe that the
controller mainly acts on trucks, which are redirected to link m8 in order
to reach destination D2. Finally, Fig. 11 shows the queue lengths and
the entering flows for the 3 controlled origin links: only at the origin link
o2 both cars and trucks are queued (corresponding to a reduction of the
entering flow compared with the demand), since the effects of the routing
strategy do not require the activation of the ramp metering at links o3
and o4. Note that the application of this control strategy implies a TTS
reduction equal to 25.85% and a TE reduction of 27.10% compared with
the uncontrolled case, as reported in Table 3.

”place Fig. 9 about here”
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”place Fig. 10 about here”

”place Fig. 11 about here”

In Case 2, only the emissions along the possible routes have been bal-
anced, which corresponds to set α1 = α2 = 0. In this case, the routing
controller for node n3 suggests, both to cars and trucks, to use link m3

to reach destination D1, while, for most of the simulated time, cars and
trucks are directed to link m6 to reach destination D2, as shown in Fig. 12.
With regard to the trajectory of the control variables at node n8 and de-
picted in Fig. 13, no particular deviations are observed compared to the
no-control case, since in this solution the total volume of vehicles directed
towards link m6 is lower than the one observed in Case 1. Finally, the ac-
tions carried out by ramp metering are very similar to the ones performed
in Case 1.

”place Fig. 12 about here”

”place Fig. 13 about here”

In Case 3, instead, choosing αc = 1, c = 1, 2, the implemented control
strategy aims at equalising only the travel times along the possible paths.
To this end, the routing controller gradually splits the vehicles toward
link m6 in order to reach destination D2, while only trucks are redirected
to link m6 to reach destination D1 (Fig. 14). Fig. 15 shows the control
variables related to node n8, where, to alleviate the congestion, trucks are
gradually deviated to link m8. Also in this case, the ramp metering con-
trol is activated only at origin link o2.

”place Fig. 14 about here”

”place Fig. 15 about here”

In the last two cases analysed in this section, the design parameters
φc
m ≥ 1, c = 1, 2, m = 3, 4, are introduced to penalise the transit of

the vehicles in specific freeway links of the network. Specifically, in Case
4 the travel of trucks in links m3 and m4 is discouraged increasing the
evaluation of the emissions in these stretches with a factor 2.5, while αc is
set equal to 0.5 for both vehicle classes. Observing Fig. 16, it is possible
to state that almost all the trucks are encouraged to use link m6 to reach
destinations D1 and D2, such as most of the cars are deviated to link m6

in order to reach D2. Instead, Fig. 17 shows that, after half an hour of
simulation, 50% of the trucks uses the alternative path that connects node
n8 with destination D2. Also for this case the ramp metering is activated
only at origin link o2. Adopting this solution, the total emissions on path
m3–m4–m5–m10 (i.e. the one specifically discouraged by the adopted pol-
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icy) are reduced to 29232 [kg] compared with 70537 [kg] produced in the
uncontrolled case (that corresponds to a reduction of 58.56%) and with
30609 [kg] resulting for the adoption of the control strategy proposed in
Case 1 (i.e. 4.5% reduction).

”place Fig. 16 about here”

”place Fig. 17 about here”

Finally, in the last case proposed in this section, i.e. Case 5, the tran-
sit of both cars and trucks in links m3 and m4 is penalised adopting the
parameters indicated in Table 3. With this configuration the flows of ve-
hicles are mainly directed to link m6 to reach destination D1, while link
m6, after half an hour of simulation, is rather completely utilised by cars
and trucks to arrive at destination D2 (see Fig. 18). The splitting rates at
node n8 (shown in Fig. 19) indicate a quite similar behaviour compared
with Case 4. This flow increase in link m6 involves the activation of the
ramp metering strategies even in link o4, as depicted in Fig. 20. As shown
in Table 3, the application of this strategy involves the lowest global im-
provements in terms of total time spent and total emissions; however, it is
worth noting that in this case the emissions in the path m3–m4–m5–m10

are reduced to 21681 [kg], which corresponds to a 69% reduction compared
with the uncontrolled case, and a 29% reduction compared with Case 1.

”place Fig. 18 about here”

”place Fig. 19 about here”

”place Fig. 20 about here”

The reported results show the efficacy of the proposed control scheme
in reducing both the performance indices, i.e. total time spent and total
emissions, in all the cases presented in this section. Such a control scheme
allows different degrees of freedom in managing a freeway network: sepa-
rate control actions can be dedicated to different vehicle classes, it is pos-
sible to privilege one of the two performance indices and, also, priorities
(or penalties) can be associated with specific paths. Hence, besides being
very effective in regulating traffic flow, the proposed controller presents a
high flexibility in implementing specific control policies.

9. Conclusions

A multi-class combined ramp metering and routing control strategy has
been proposed in the paper with the aim of reducing, in a balanced way,
the total travel time and the total emissions in freeway traffic networks.
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The proposed controller is of the predictive and feedback type, i.e. the con-
trol action depends on the measured system state and on predictions of the
system evolution. These predictions are realised exploiting the multi-class
METANET model, to account for the traffic dynamics in the network,
and the multi-class macroscopic VERSIT+ model, to compute the emis-
sions in the whole freeway network. The controller is based on several
parameters, some of which are design parameters to be fixed according
to the policies which are to be implemented, while some others are con-
troller gains, which are calibrated with an optimisation-based procedure
described in the paper. The presented simulation results show significant
improvements of the freeway network performance, in terms of reduction
of the total time spent and reduction of the total emissions, in case the
proposed control strategy is applied. Besides, it is worth observing that
the controller is quite flexible and is able to pursue specific objectives,
such as the reduction of the emissions on specific links, or to give different
priorities to different classes of vehicles.

To conclude, the proposed approach meets the design requirements estab-
lished at the beginning of this work, even though it would be worth to
further investigate some aspects. The adoption of system optimum con-
cepts (instead of the user equilibrium logic followed in the paper) could
lead to different control actions to be compared with the present ones.
Different prediction methods could be analysed to compute the predicted
travel times and emissions on which the routing actions are based. Finally,
an MPC scheme for jointly minimising travel times and traffic emissions
could be defined, but this would require also the definition of efficient
solution algorithms in order to preserve the practical applicability of the
control scheme.
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Figure 9: Splitting rates at node n3: freeway link m3 (9a) and freeway link m6 (9b) - Case 1.
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links - Case 1.
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Figure 12: Splitting rates at node n3: freeway link m3 (12a) and freeway link m6 (12b) - Case
2.
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Figure 14: Splitting rates at node n3: freeway link m3 (14a) and freeway link m6 (14b) - Case
3.
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Figure 15: Splitting rates at node n8: freeway link m8 (left side) and freeway link m9 (right
side) - Case 3.
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Figure 16: Splitting rates at node n3: freeway link m3 (16a) and freeway link m6 (16b) - Case
4.
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Figure 17: Splitting rates at node n8: freeway link m8 (left side) and freeway link m9 (right
side) - Case 4.
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Figure 18: Splitting rates at node n3: freeway link m3 (18a) and freeway link m6 (18b) - Case
5.
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Figure 19: Splitting rates at node n8: freeway link m8 (left side) and freeway link m9 (right
side) - Case 5.
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Figure 20: Queue lengths (left side) and entering flows (right side) at the controlled origin
links - Case 5.
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Table 1: Definition of the variables of the multi-class VERSIT+ model.

VERSIT+ Multi-class VERSIT+

E Eseg,c
m,i Ecross,c

m,i,i+1 Eorig,y,c
o

w wseg,c
m,i wcross,c

m,i,i+1 wy,c
o

v vcm,i vcm,i vy,co

a aseg,cm,i across,cm,i,i+1 ay,co
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Table 2: Controller gains in the five cases.

(a) Feedback routing controller gains.

Gain Kt,1
P Kt,2

P Kt,1
I Kt,2

I Ke,1
P Ke,2

P Ke,1
P Ke,2

P

Value 0.3 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.3 0.2

(b) Feedback ramp metering controller gains.

Gain K1
P K2

P K1
R K2

R

Value 102.1 4 9.8 33.5 5.7
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Table 3: Design parameters and performance indicators in the five cases.

Case φ1
3 φ2

3 φ1
4 φ2

4 α1 α2 RTTS[%] RTE[%]

1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 25.85 27.10
2 1 1 1 1 0 0 26.58 27.91
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 24.23 25.04
4 1 2.5 1 2.5 0.5 0.5 25.32 26.55
5 2.15 2.5 2.15 2.5 0.5 0.5 17.58 17.71
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